ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Video tracking can be defined as an action that can describe and highlights an object so that we can follow it in a sequence of frames. It's very useful for higher level applications that rely on visual input to have the ability to consistently detect and track object motion such as humans, vehicles...etc. Therefore many developments have been affected to the methods, algorithms and techniques that are used as well as being implemented in other different areas such as security, surveillance systems, robotics...etc. In various computer vision applications, background subtraction is an easy and quick way to locate moving objects in video shot with a static camera. Even if this method will appear easy, some videos generate some false positives. Like illumination changes, an animated background...etc. Also false negatives can happen too when a moving object have the same colours as the background ones. What makes the simple inter frame difference a weak solution, so in order to deal with those challenges, different background models have been proposed. The goal in this paper is to review several state-of-the-art background subtraction models proposed in the past years of researches and to present our proposition using this technique.
Background subtraction is detecting moving objects in videos using static cameras. It's a basic task in many video analysis applications, such as intelligence video surveillance, people detection and tracking...etc. The idea in the approach of the background subtraction is to detect the moving object of interest from the difference between the current frame and a reference frame which is called the background model. This background model must have a good quality so it can represent a scene as well as to be adapted to the luminance changes so that when we subtract it with the current image we will obtain a good background subtraction results.
Motivation
Recent events, such as terrorist attacks or the large-scale acts of banditry have led to an increased demand for security in societies. Video surveillance systems called smart are dealing with the real tile monitoring of mobile or immobile objects. The main objectives of these systems is to provide automatic interpretation of filmed scenes and to understand as well as to predict the actions and interactions of the objects observed. Video tracking helps us to map target objects in consecutive video frames, and since the demand of security in societies is growing it shall lead us to a need in surveillance application in many environments, particularly in the following domains:
1. Public safety and commercial sites: like supervising banks, shopping centres, airports, train stations, museums...etc. 2. automated video surveillance: designed to monitor the movement in an area to identify moving objects. 3. traffic monitoring: in case of breaks of traffic rules is monitored using cameras it will be tracked down easily. 4. information extraction: like to count people in public spaces, establishment of consumer profiles in malls...etc. 5. Military Application: border surveillance, monitoring secure web sites...etc.
MOVING OBJECT TRACKING
Object detection is an initial step of object tracking, it's a computer vision technology that deals with identifying instances of objects such as humans, vehicles, animals and other moving objects. Video sequence consist of several frame sequences which have certain surplus continuity. Frame sequences are extracted from the video sequence so we can detect moving objects.
Information about motions can be obtained through analysis and processing of frames at different periods of time. Therefore, two or more frames are acquired at different times and that contain information about relative motion between an imaging system and a scene. Video sequence analysis can be classified into three methods: optical flow method, background subtraction method, and temporal differencing method.
Optical flow
Optical flow is a vector-based method that matches points on objects over multiple frames in order to estimates motion in video. The motion field of frames is estimated to incorporate similar motion vectors into moving object. Solving transcendental equations is required in optical flow method. The calculation of this method is so complex and very sensitive to noise, which means that the amount of calculation is large. So this method is difficult to use in real time video because its performance and practicability is quite weak. [1] To write the optical flow equation, we are going to suppose two assumptions: Assume that the apparent brightness of moving objects remains constant between frames. And the image brightness is continuous and differentiable.
For the first assomption:
I(x(t+∆(t)),y(t+∆(t)),t+∆(t))=I(x(t),y(t),t)
The first order Taylor expansion of the left term is I(x(t+∆(t)),y(t+∆(t)),t+∆(t))=I(x(t),y(t),t) + ∂I/∂x ∂x/∂t ∆(t) + ∂I/∂y ∂y/t ∆(t) + ∂I/∂t ∆(t) = I(x(t),y(t),t) + I x u + I y v + I t ∆(t)
From (1) and (2), we derive the optical flow equation
Where I t is the image difference between the two images It provides a dense (point to point) pixel correspondence and Finding optic flow using edges has the advantage (over using two dimensional features) but it has also some disadvantages and problems and one problem common to almost all optical flow methods is the aperture problem, as one searches after displacement only in a small region near the previous location, one dimensional features can only be tracked in the normal direction of the object. Sources of other problems are illumination, numerical instabilities and occlusion. Illumination is a problem as motion is a geometric quantity while we are dealing with image intensity which depends on illumination. Numerical instability can be an important issue as many methods depend on numerical differentiation which is very noise sensitive. Occlusion is when a moving object occludes the background or another moving object, there are problems as patterns in the image appear and disappear.
Temporal differencing
Temporal differencing methodology is based on frame differences, it is the most simple and direct method. Moving objects are extracted according to the differences among two or three continuous frames. This method detects the moving regions and only objects marking relative motions. Moreover, given the fact that the time interval between two images is quite short, illumination changes have little influence on different images, which means the detection is effective and stable. Using frame differences can better adapt to environment in intensive fluctuation, and can easily detect those pixels causing images to change distinctly when the target moves. However, it is inadequate for dots with insignificantly changed pixels. Accordingly, the method is largely used in situations with comparatively simple background [2] .
We can illustrate its equation as so :
|I(x,y,t) − I(x,y,t−1)| > Th (4) This algorithm present an image with white pixels in the spot where the current image I at the time t is different from the previous image I(x, y, t − 1).
Background subtraction
Background subtraction is a widely used approach for detecting moving objects from a static camera. Objects can be detected by finding the difference between the current frame and background frame. Background modelling can be categorised into two categories which are nonrecursive and recursive techniques. For background estimation recursive technique includes frame differencing, median filter, linear predictive filter, and nonparametric model. Recursive technique is based on median filter, Kalman filter and mixture of Gaussian [1] . An image is divided into foreground and background in this method. The background is modelled, and the current frame and the background model are compared pixel by pixel. Those pixels accordance with the background model are labelled as the background, while others are labelled as the foreground. Background subtraction is a common method in moving object tracking algorithm, which is used more often in situations with relation to a background that is still. This method has low complexity. However, acquired background frames become sensitive to scene changes caused by illumination and external conditions as times goes on [2] . As the name suggests, background subtraction is the process of separating out foreground objects from the background in a sequence of a video frames, the equation that can explain this method would be like so:
|I(x,y,t) − B(x,y,t)| > Th (5) While I is the image at the time t and B is the background at the time t. We subtract the estimated background from the input frame and apply a threshold, Th, to the absolute difference to get the foreground mask. One of the reasons that led us to choose the background subtraction method is its speed, which is illustrated in the execution time.
These background methods are used to identify moving objects in a video, which is often the first step in complex systems such as activity recognition, object tracking, and motion capture. Needless to deny the advantages of extracting the moving objects which can improve the reliability of the system by reducing the search space, reducing processing needs, and allowing the use of simpler technics for the rest of the data extraction, objects also are allowed to become part of the background without destroying the existing background model and even a different threshold is selected for each pixel and they are adapting by time what makes this method very robust against movement that are part of background (moving branches of a tree). Every method has its own disadvantages, for the background subtraction methods, there are relatively many parameters and they should be selected intelligently which make the method more complicated and also cannot deal with sudden, drastic lightning changes, shadows and gives also false positives sometimes.
BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
Various methods have been proposed in the literature to perform the task of detection object of interest. In applications using fixed cameras with static background invariant, the most common approach is the detection background subtraction. But background subtraction algorithms have to stand up with several challenges arising from the nature of video surveillance.
Challenges of background subtraction
There are so many different background subtraction challenges that exist in literature [16] . Here we list some of the remarkable challenges for this algorithm [7] :
Gradual illumination changes. It is desirable that background model adapts to gradual changes of the appearance of the environment. For example in outdoor settings, the light intensity typically varies during day.
Dynamic background. Some parts of the scenery may contain movement, but should be regarded as background, according to their relevance. Such movement can be periodical or irregular (e.g., traffic lights, waving trees).
Occlusion. Intentionally or not, some objects may poorly differ from the appearance of background, making correct classification difficult. This is especially important in surveillance applications.
Shadows. Shadows cast by foreground objects often complicate further processing steps subsequent to background subtraction. Overlapping shadows of foreground regions for example hinder their separation and classification. Hence, it is preferable to ignore these irrelevant regions.
Video noise. Video signal is generally superimposed by noise. Background subtraction approaches for video surveillance have to cope with such degraded signals affected by different types of noise, such as sensor noise or compression artefacts.
Background subtraction schema
In Pre-processing: This step consist of a collection of simple image processing tasks that change the raw input video into a format that can be processed by the next steps. In the early stage of processing, simple temporal or spatial smoothing are used to reduce noise such as rain and snow. In pre-processing, the data format used by the background subtraction algorithm is a very important key. Most of the algorithms handle luminance intensity, which is one scalar value per each pixel. However, colour image, in either RGB or HSV colour space, is becoming more popular in the background subtraction literature [8, 15] . These papers argue that colour is better than luminance at identifying objects in low-contrast areas and suppressing shadow cast by moving objects. In addition to colour, pixel-based image features such as spatial and temporal derivatives are sometimes used to incorporate edges and motion information. For example, intensity values and spatial derivatives can be combined to form a single state space for background tracking with the Kalman filter. Pless et al. combine both spatial and temporal derivatives to form a constant velocity background model for detecting speeding vehicles. The main drawback of adding colour or derived features in background modelling is the extra complexity for model parameter estimation. The increase in complexity is often significant as most background modelling techniques maintain an independent model for each pixel.
Background Modelling:
Background modelling is at the heart of any background subtraction algorithm. Much research has been devoted to developing a background model that is robust against environmental changes in the background, but sensitive enough to identify all moving objects of interest. We classify background modelling techniques into two broad categories, nonrecursive and recursive. They are described in the following subsections.
• Non-recursive techniques: A non-recursive technique uses a sliding-window approach for background estimation. It stores a buffer of the previous L video frames, and estimates the background image based on the temporal variation of each pixel within the buffer [6] .
• Recursive Techniques: Recursive techniques do not maintain a buffer for background estimation. Instead, they recursively update a single background model based on each input frame. As a result, input frames from distant past could have an effect on the current background model [6] . Recursive techniques require less storage not like nonrecursive techniques, but any mistake or error in the background model can lead us to a much longer period of time.
Foreground detection: This step makes us able to compare the input video frame with the background model, and identifies foreground pixels from the input frame. There is some techniques that doesn't use the same image as a background model like the Mixture of Gaussian model (MoG), but the most of techniques use a single image as their background models, so the approach for foreground detection is to check whether the input pixel is different from the corresponding background estimate [17] :
Another popular foreground detection scheme is to threshold based on the normalized statistics:
Where µ d and ∂ d are the mean and the standard deviation of I t (x, y) -B t (x, y) for all special locations (x; y). Most schemes determine the foreground threshold T or T s experimentally [17] .
Data Validation. To improve the candidate foreground mask based on information obtained from outside the background model, we define data validation process. All the background models have three main limitations: First, they ignore any correlation between neighbouring pixels; second, the rate of adaptation may not match the moving speed of the foreground objects; and third, non-stationary pixels from moving leaves or shadow cast by moving objects are easily mistaken as true foreground objects. When the background model adapts at a slower rate than the foreground scene, large areas of false foreground, commonly known as ghosts, often occur. Sophisticated vision techniques can also be used to validate foreground detection. Computing optical flow for candidate foreground regions can eliminate ghost objects as they have no motion. Colour segmentation can be used to grow foreground regions by assuming similar colour composition throughout the entire object [6] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will track objects on a video of two seconds, this video has been taken from the CAVIAR DATA web site that contains a huge data of images and video clips with different scenarios of interest for the CAVIAR project using a wide angle lens along and across the hallway in a shopping centre in Lisbon. The resolution is half-resolution PAL standard (384x288 pixels) and compressed using MPEG2. The technique of background subtraction is used to better identify the objects in the surveillance videos. With this algorithm, we can get items to regions in each image. We can continue to acquire the minimum bounding boxes of the objects and obtain the coordinates of the centroid of each object, which are then used to monitor the positions of objects through video frames.
Background generation
An image sequence of the background scene is first recorded. This sequence contains 68 images corresponding to two seconds with an acquisition rate of 34 frames per second.
Image segmentation
The detection image is the image resulting from comparing the current frame with the background model. Therefore it contains the elements of difference between these two images. Also, each pixel of the image is classified as part of the background or foreground element. The pixels classified in the first category will have a value of 0 (black) in a binary image of detection, and the other pixels will have a value of 1 (white).
Tracking
One of the most important issues in our subject is how an object is presented in a monitoring scenario. So an object can be defined as an object of interest for further analysis. In our case for example, we are tracking a person, so we have chosen our object which will be represented by his centroid.
• The surface method: in this method we tried to calculate the surface of each region in the binary image, then applied the code of centroid so it will associate the centroid to the largest region that represents for us the person to track.
• The K-NN method: the K-NN algorithm calculate the distance between a specific point with the others, and then find out the K nearest points to it, by then we calculate the sum of the distances related to a point so we can choose the smallest one.
The optical flow method is generally widely used for the detection and tracking of targets, this approach is an approximation of the movement of object tracked by estimating origins vectors of pixels in image sequences. Thus, the technique of calculating the optical flow is a differential method where we need it to estimate, at any point, the movement vector as a function of intensity changes of the pixel and its neighbours. These methods can accurately detect movement in the direction of the intensity gradient, but the movement that is tangent to the intensity of the gradient cannot be well represented, i.e. the optical flow methods are sensitive to illumination changes. Figure 4 shows a caption of a video tracking with the optical flow method.
To track a person on a video sequence, means that we need to trait every single image of the sequence, for example here we have 68 frames for a video of 2 seconds, so we need the whole process to be as fast as possible, because it will be applied to all the video sequence. After executing the background subtraction method that we used, the total execution time calculated between converting the image to a grey scale and finding the centroid to track the person, was 3.797212 seconds per frame, which means 3.797212 x 68 = 258.210416 seconds, about 4.30 minutes for the whole sequence. While using the optical flow method (figure 4), the execution time was 425.59 seconds, about 7.1 minutes for the whole sequence. Therefore, the execution time is such an important task in video tracking, because here we're talking about a video of 2 seconds, but in real life, video surveillance stock huge quantities of videos and frames, which mean we need a very fast method to deal with this such a huge quantity of information. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the object tracking and its importance now days, motivation and applications of this field and the classified methods of Video sequence analysis. We survey a number of background subtraction algorithms in the literature. We presented the challenges of this method and analyse it in pre-processing, background modelling, foreground detection, and data validation. Also, we have proposed our novel method using the background subtraction algorithm to extract object based on his surface information represented by centroid of this binary region, after that we used K-NN to track the target from frame to frame using the smallest distance between two detected regions represented by their centroids, then compare it with some other techniques.
